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ABSTRACT

True random number generators (TRNGs) are needed for
a variety of security applications and protocols. The qual-
ity (randomness) of TRNGs depends on sensitivity to ran-
dom noise, environmental conditions, and aging. Random
sources of noise improve TRNG quality. In older or more
mature technologies, the random sources are limited result-
ing in low TRNG quality. Prior work has also shown that
attackers can manipulate voltage supply and temperature
to bias the TRNG output. In this paper, we propose bias
detection mechanisms and a technology independent TRNG
(TI-TRNG) architecture. The TI-TRNG enhances power
supply noise for older technologies and uses a self-calibration
mechanism that reduces bias in TRNG output due to ag-
ing and attacks. Experiment results on 130nm, 90nm, and
45nm FPGAs demonstrate the quality of random sequences
from the TI-TRNG across aging and different environmental
conditions.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

SEC1 [Hardware Security]: Device, circuit, and architec-
ture techniques for security

General Terms

Security, Design

Keywords

True random number generator, Tunable ring oscillator, At-
tacks detection, Random supply noise

1. INTRODUCTION
A random number generator (RNG) is an important se-

curity block widely used in most cryptographic applications
such as one time pads, session and temporary keys, nonce,
seeds, challenges for authentication, zero knowledge proto-
cols, hardware metering, generation of primes, secure com-
munications, secured servers and processors, VPN access,
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and customer-facing web access [1-8]. A quality RNG gen-
erates statistically independent and unpredictable sequences
of random numbers. Compromising an RNG often means
compromising an entire system.
A true RNG (TRNG) translates random physical phenom-

ena such as thermal noise, atmospheric noise, shot noise, ra-
dio noise, flicker noise, clock jitter, phase noise, noise in a
compact memory etc. into random digits [1-8]. A TRNG
must have uniform statistics; non-uniform statistics due to
biased random sequences help attackers to guess the ran-
dom numbers. Generally, random numbers are generated by
comparing two symmetric devices which possess some pro-
cess variation (PV) and random inner noise. Variations in
the inherent process, operating temperature, VDD, and ag-
ing may bias the TRNG output by introducing large asym-
metry between them. An attacker might exploit the depen-
dence of the TRNG on supply voltage and temperature to
intentionally bias the TRNG [9, 10]. In addition, the ran-
domness of a TRNG is affected by limited PV when inner
random noise source cannot provide enough source of en-
tropy alone. Older and more mature technologies possess
less PV and provides less randomness. The randomness of
TRNG in such technologies can become even worse under
environmental variations and different aging mechanisms.
This presents a major issue for military and space applica-
tions which must typically rely on older technology nodes
due to reliability concerns.
Most of the TRNGs presented in literature discuss the

randomness due to process and inner random noise in lower
technology nodes [1, 3, 11, 12]. Many challenges not fully
addressed in prior work include: (i) insufficient PV in older
and more mature technologies, (ii) robustness to aging, and
(iii) potential attacks that exploit environmental conditions
to bias a TRNG.
In this paper, we propose innovative techniques that over-

comes each of the above challenges. In order to provide high
quality entropy, extra power supply noise is induced by in-
ternal circuit switching in order to compensate for the in-
sufficient PV in older technology nodes. It also overcomes
the entropy loss due to aging by supplying continuous ran-
dom noise. A self-compensation mechanism is proposed to
improve randomness of TRNG across time, operating con-
ditions, and attacks. In addition, a bias monitoring unit
is proposed to detect attacks (manipulation of environmen-
tal conditions). We call our overall approach Technology
Independent TRNG (TI-TRNG) because it automatically
overcomes attacks and lack of randomness regardless of the
technology used. Results from the NIST test suite [13] show



that the proposed TI-TRNG possesses sufficient randomness
over adverse environmental conditions, aging, and several
technology nodes (old, mature, current) while only costing
∼ 14.62% area overhead compared to a conventional TRNG.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we discuss the background of TRNG and the motivation of
our proposed TI-TRNG. Attack/bias detection techniques
are addressed in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss the ar-
chitecture and working principle of the proposed TI-TRNG.
The experimental results and analyses are shown in Section
5. We conclude the paper in Section 6.

2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
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Figure 1: (a) Conventional RO-based TRNG with
post-processing (b) TRNG with calibration.

A basic TRNG consists of a source of randomness (en-
tropy) and a randomness extractor. Metastability of logic
cells and timing jitter of Ring Oscillators (ROs) are the
most common sources of entropy for a TRNG [1-9]. Sim-
plicity of implementation and entropy collection have made
the RO-based TRNG most popular. Figure 1(a) shows a
conventional RO-based TRNG where the RO outputs are
combined by a XOR-tree. The output of the XOR-tree,
SXOR, is sampled constantly by a synchronous D flip-flop
driven by the system clock to convert RO jitter into a ran-
dom digital sequence. Jitter in this case represents the de-
viation from ideal RO behavior caused by random process
variation and temporal variations such as random physical
noise, environmental variations, and aging. Without jitter,
the ROs will possess almost identical phase and the output
of XOR-tree would be almost constant which is undesirable.
Among the variations, only the random physical noise (ther-
mal noise, atmospheric noise, shot noise, radio noise, flicker
noise, etc.) improves the randomness/entropy of the bit-
stream output by the TRNG. Large process variations can
improve TRNG quality by increasing susceptibility to this
random noise. The remaining variations reduce the random-
ness of the bitstreams by deterministically biasing the jitter.

Figure 2 illustrates how the output of XOR-tree, SXOR,
and bitstreams, R, is affected by process variations, environ-
mental conditions and aging. In the figure, ′1′ and ′0′ rep-
resent deterministic output; c represents a critical bit that
favors either 1 or ′0′ with high probability; and ’r’ represents
random output (equal probability of ′1′ and ′0′). The gray
areas of the waveforms represent jitter in SXOR and uncer-
tainty in the output R. Let us assume the SXOR is sampled
at points S1, S3, and S5 shown in the figure. At nominal
conditions (Figure 2(a)), the output corresponding to these
sampling points is ’1cr’. The ′1′ at the beginning is a result
of large process variations that cause one of the ROs to be

much faster than the other. The c will largely favor a ′0′

at the output while the last bit may be either ′0′ or ′1′ due
to jitter. Figure 2(b) illustrates the impact of decreasing
VDD, increasing operating temperature, or aging. Each case
causes a decrease in the frequency of the ROs resulting in a
deterministic output sequence ’100’. Figure 2(c) highlights
the impact of increasing VDD and/or decreasing tempera-
ture. Both increase the RO frequency resulting in another
deterministic bitstream ’101’. Figures 2(b,c) illustrate how
altering the voltage supply and operating temperature or
aging the chip can reduce the randomness in the TRNG
output. An attacker can exploit this deterministic behav-
ior by manipulating the device’s operating environment in
order to break the security provided by the TRNG.
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Figure 2: Deterministic behavior for (a) conven-
tional RO-based TRNG, (b) decreasing frequency
due to aging and environmental variations, (c)
increasing frequency due to operating conditions.
Overcoming bias by (d) widening jitter and (e) ad-
justing delay of RO (tunable RO).

As touched upon above, the entropy source has an inter-
esting relationship with respect to PV. On the one hand,
large process variations can make one RO much faster than
another. On the other hand, PV plays a dominant role in
the random jitter experienced by the ROs (gray areas shown
in Figure 2). Random dopant fluctuation, sub-wavelength
lithography, rapid-thermal anneal, high-stress capping lay-
ers etc. are the main sources of process variations [14, 15].
Number of dopant atoms have been decreasing with semi-
conductor scaling. Hence, in older technology nodes, PV is
limited due to large number of dopant atoms resulting in
less jitter and therefore lower quality TRNG bitstreams.
There are several major issues highlighted by the above

discussion. First, attackers can bias TRNG output by ma-
nipulation of the voltage supply and operating temperature.
Second, unavoidable IC aging will reduce the randomness
of TRNG bitstreams. Third, mature technologies may not
be sensitive enough to random noise resulting in low-quality
TRNG. There have been two basic approaches for address-
ing the above issues: post-processing and calibration. Both
are illustrated in Figure 1. In Figure 1(a), post-processing
mechanisms such as XOR function or hash function for pri-
vacy amplification is applied to make the TRNG output
more random [16]. This can improve upon all the above
areas, but comes at the cost of high area and power over-
heads [16]. Calibration techniques, shown in Figure 1(b),
use feedback from the TRNG output to remove determin-
istic effects. Both coarse grain and fine grain calibration
techniques have been proposed in [2] for metastable based



TRNG [1, 2]. There is no work on calibration technique for
conventional RO-based TRNG in literature.

In this paper, we propose a new TRNG architecture that
is an instance of the calibration approach shown in Figure
1(b). First, we propose two supplementary TRNG modules
that detect if the environmental conditions are being ma-
nipulated by an attacker. If there is a bias present in the
TRNG output (due to increase/decrease of VDD or temper-
ature), the modules will alert the system. The shortcoming
with the detection approach on its own is that it cannot com-
pensate for attacks, aging, and/or process variation that bias
the TRNG output. Thus, we also propose a new calibration-
based architecture for RO-TRNG that improves the quality
(randomness) of TRNG output in two ways: (1) by increas-
ing the sensitivity of the TRNG circuitry to random noise;
(2) by automatically detecting any bias (using the modules
discussed above) and then tuning the TRNG circuitry to
“un-bias” the TRNG output. We call our approach Technol-
ogy Independent TRNG (TI-TRNG) because it automati-
cally overcomes attacks and lack of randomness regardless
of the technology used.

3. ATTACK/BIAS DETECTION
As discussed in Section 2, an attacker might attempt to

bias a TRNG by manipulating VDD or temperature. In or-
der to explicitly detect such attacks and raise a red flag, we
propose two attack detection mechanisms. The first tech-
nique detects the attack based on raising VDD. Attackers
can increase the power supply to a certain value, V ⋆

DD, in
order to decrease the sensitivity of inner random noise and
bias the TRNG output. In practice, the V ⋆

DD value resulting
in deterministic output can be determined by observing the
NIST p-value at different values of VDD. Figure 3(a) shows
the mechanism to detect the V ⋆

DD attack which consists of
four components: (i) A dedicated RO; (ii) A small counter
(counter-1) that counts the oscillations of the RO; (iii) an-
other counter (counter-2) that resets counter-1 every so of-
ten; (iv) A logical function FD that compares the count with
the count we expect from an unbiased RO. Put simply the
frequency of a dedicated RO, fDRO, is monitored by counter-
1. If VDD is increased beyond V ⋆

DD, the Ro’s frequency will
increase resulting in higher counter value. We pre-compute a
threshold fthres that corresponds to the RO frequency when
the voltage supply is set to V ⋆

DD. If counter-1’s value exceeds
fthres, then the output of FD = and(C1[3], C1[2]) = 1 and
an alarm bit Alarm Vdd is raised.

Our second approach detects more general attempts to
bias the output (e.g., by manipulating temperature) by di-
rectly monitoring the TRNG output. Specifically, if the to-
tal number of consecutive zeros (ones) exceeds a threshold
Tbias, then the TRNG is biased towards zero (ones). Our
detection scheme is shown in Figure 3(b). It consists of a
consecutive bit detector, a counter, and a detection calcula-
tion FG. The consecutive bit detector compares the current
and prior bit of the TRNG output. If they are the same, it
assumes there is a small bias. In this case, the scheme incre-
ments the counter (which counts how many consecutive bits
are zero or one). If the consecutive bits differ, the counter is
reset. The function FG is a logical function that computes if
the counter value exceeds the threshold Tbias and turns on
Alarm F.

4. TECHNOLOGY INDEPENDENT TRNG
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Figure 3: (a) V ⋆

DD attack detection and (b) TRNG
failure detection.

The detection mechanisms discussed in the prior section
cannot be used to improve the TRNG quality; they are
used to detect attacks only. In this section, we propose a
new technology independent TRNG (TI-TRNG) that ex-
ploits power supply noise (PSN), induced randomly to the
circuit, together with a self-calibration mechanism to in-
crease randomness and reduce bias in bitstreams. We call it
“technology-independent” because of its effectiveness in gen-
erating true random number for new as well as old technol-
ogy nodes. The basic ideas are illustrated in Figures 2(d,e).
The additional PSN widens the jitter and can partially re-
duce the impact of low PV, attacks based on VDD and tem-
perature manipulation, and aging. For example, in Figure
2(d), the output becomes ’ccr’ which is better than the de-
terministic ’101’ shown in Figure 2(c). Self-calibration is
used to ”unbias” the RO outputs by systematically tuning
the RO oscillation frequencies based on feedback from the
TRNG output. For example, in Figure 2(e), the RO fre-
quencies are increased to reduce the impact of low VDD and
high temperature on the RO output resulting in ’rrr’ at the
output. Together, the PSN and self-calibration provide a
constant random source of entropy to combat against en-
vironment variations, aging and attacks based on VDD and
environment variations. Hence, an attacker will not be able
to influence the TRNG output and the systems dependent
on the TRNG will remain secure in the field even though it
experience degradation due to NBTI and HCI [20, 21].
Figure 4(a) presents the proposed RO-based TI-TRNG.

It consists of (1) ROs with tunable delay; (2) a linear feed-
back shift register (LFSR); (3) two power supply noise in-
ducing blocks (PSNIB-1 and PSNIB-2) that are randomly
enabled/disabled by the output of the LFSR; (3) one self-
calibration controlling block that checks the bias from TRNG
output and takes appropriate steps to remove bias by tuning
the RO delay. Figure 4(b) shows the bias detection tech-
nique and the tuning mechanism. The detailed architecture
and principles are discussed in the subsections below.

4.1 PSN enhancement and tuning block
In RO-based TRNG, jitter from RO is XORed and then

sampled by a synchronous FF. Internal random noise with
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Figure 4: (a) Proposed Technology Independent
TRNG architecture and (b)detection and tuning
mechanism.
PV brings more randomness. Power supply noise acts like
substrate noise and enhances the jitter and hence the ran-
domness. Besides, PSN widens the timing jitter and im-
proves the filling rate which improves the source of entropy
and randomness in TRNG output significantly [19]. In or-
der to increase the random PSN, some smaller ROs have
been introduced. These ROs are called noise augmenting
ring oscillators (NAROs). The NAROs are kept close to the
tunable ROs. The random noise enhancement unit consists
of two symmetric PSNIB-1 and PSNIB-2 blocks that have
equal number of symmetric NAROs.

However, constant switching might create deterministic
noise and would bias the number generator. To randomize
the switching and hence the PSN, a partial dynamic LFSR
(PD-LFSR), [17], is used to enable the NAROs which up-
dates the seed dynamically. The seed is updated by taking
feedback from TRNG output. Random numbers generated
by PD-LFSR activate or deactivate the NAROs and make
the switching random. Mirror NAROs, NARO 1 and NARO
k+1, are turned ON or OFF at the same time.

The delay of logic gates is directly impacted by power
supply noise. In modern compact IC, transition in one gate
affects the power supply of other gates in that network with
close proximity [18]. [19] provides a mathematical expres-
sion about how PSN introduces jitter in an inverter. It has
also shown in [18] that more ring oscillators (NARO in our
design) introduce more PSN. So, in older and matured tech-
nology nodes, where PV is not sufficient alone, NAROs pro-
vide the enhanced random PSN to improve the quality of
TRNG bitstreams by widening the jitter.

Entropy is wasted during extraction when jitter from two
ROs overlap (aka. interlocking). Instead of conventional
RO, a tunable RO is proposed to avoid interlocking. Increase

in the speed difference between two RO’s due to PV might
bias the TRNG output. The tuning mechanism tunes the
tunable RO in order to remove any bias, as illustrated in
Figure 2(e).

4.2 Bias detection and self-calibration
In order to remove/reduce post-processing implementa-

tion cost, a self-calibration technique is proposed to main-
tain a minimum level of security as randomness and entropy
of a TRNG are affected by adverse operating environments,
aging in the field, or any intentional attack. Figures 4(a)
and (b) together show the complete bias detection and cali-
bration mechanism in order to remove bias.
An NFB-bit series to parallel (SiPo) register is used to

store NFB consecutive bits from the random TRNG output
bitstreams as shown in Figure 4(b). The NFB consecutive
bits can be biased to ′0′ or ′1′ or can be unbiased. Depend-
ing on the value of NFB a logic function, B01, is required
to detect the bias as shown in Figure 4(b). For example,
B01=ĀB̄C̄+ABC is used to detect whether the consecutive
three bits are biased or not for NFB = 3. B0 = 1 or B1 = 1
mean the consecutive NFB bits are biased to ′0′ or ′1′, re-
spectively. B01 =′ 1′ means the consecutive NFB bits are
biased to either ′0′ or ′1′.
Bias detector detects the bias and changes the delay path

of two tunable ROs to avoid interlocking and large speed
difference between them. Figure 4(b) shows the tunable
RO which consists of odd number of inverters and NMUX

MUXs between some of them. The MUXs in the tunable
RO are controlled by the same PD-LFSR which controls
the NAROs. The total number of MUXs, NMUX , is an
important factor to control the effectiveness of tuning. Put
simply, the more MUXs we have, the greater our ability to
tune the RO oscillation frequencies. However, this comes at
a tradeoff with area overheads.
The righthand side of Figure 4(b) also illustrates the con-

trolling block which adjusts the delay of two tunable ROs
in order to remove the bias. MUXs in the tunable RO are
controlled by a simple tuning control unit. The controlling
unit consists of 2NMUX latches which are controlled by B01
from the bias detection unit. Any 2NMUX bit from PD-
LFSR output are passed through tuning control unit. B01
is used as clock of each latches. A latch is transparent if
its clock is high (B01 =′ 1′) and holds its previous state if
the clock is low (B01 =′ 0′). For B01 =′ 1′ (i.e., bias de-
tected), the MUXs are controlled by latches’ present states
and change the delay path until bias is removed. When there
is no bias (B01 =′ 0′), latches hold their previous states to
maintain a high quality TRNG bitstream.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed TI-

TRNG, we implemented it along with a conventional RO-
based TRNG [4] in three FPGAs from newer to older tech-
nology nodes: Spartan-6 (45nm), Spartan-3E (90nm), and
Virtex II (130nm). The parameters of the TRNGs were
as follows: (i) we used NFB equal to 4 for the bias detec-
tion mechanism; (ii) an 8-bit PD-LFSR was used for both
the conventional TRNG and TI-TRNG; (iii) 20 ROs were
used to implement the conventional TRNG and 16 NAROs
and 2 tunable ROs were used for TI-TRNG. Aside from col-
lecting results from different FPGAs, we also conducted ex-
periments at different operating conditions (which can also



Table 1: NIST Test Results at different operating
conditions for SPARTAN-3E (90nm)
Op. VDD 1.2V 1.4V 1.8V

NIST Tests
0◦C 25◦C 70◦C 25◦C

Con. TI Con. TI Con. TI Con. TI Con. TI
Freq. 0.02 0.54 0.28 0.74 0.09 0.67 0.18 0.64 0.00 0.44
Block Freq. 0.10 0.69 0.46 0.86 0.14 0.67 0.23 0.78 0.13 0.42
Cum. Sums 0.17 0.65 0.52 0.84 0.19 0.71 0.25 0.73 0.10 0.44
Runs 0.13 0.58 0.22 0.61 0.07 0.45 0.15 0.54 0.00 0.41
Longest Run 0.14 0.49 0.49 0.53 0.24 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.10 0.27
Rank 0.05 0.55 0.25 0.67 0.07 0.49 0.03 0.43 0.00 0.28
FFT 0.09 0.49 0.20 0.6 0.09 0.38 0.07 0.32 0.01 0.21
Overlap. Tem-
plate (OT)

0.00 0.41 0.11 0.48 0.08 0.31 0.08 0.33 0.00 0.24

Non-OT 0.05 0.48 0.24 0.67 0.12 0.41 0.18 0.52 0.00 0.34
Serial 0.00 0.39 0.29 0.41 0.00 0.29 0.11 0.34 0.03 0.25
Lin. Complex-
ity (LC)

0.03 0.46 0.27 0.51 0.07 0.37 0.22 0.43 0.04 0.30

Average 0.07 0.52 0.30 0.62 0.11 0.5 0.17 0.49 0.041 0.33

represent potential attacks). Temperature and VDD were
varied from 0 ◦C to 70 ◦C and from 1.2V to 1.8V respec-
tively. We also aged the FPGAs by applying stress at excess
supply voltage (1.8V) and excess temperature (100◦C) for
5 hours using a thermal stream system. In all our exper-
iments, we collected output sequences containing 5 million
bits from each TRNG and then measured the randomness
of the TRNG bitstreams by using the NIST Test Suite [13],
a common standard in the literature. Each NIST test pro-
vides a p-value for the bit sequences. A TRNG passes a test
if the associated p-value exceeds a certain confidence level,
0.01 [13].

We started by experimenting with the SPARTAN-3E FPGA
(90nm) at different operating conditions. Table 1 shows the
NIST p-value for both conventional RO-based TRNG (Con.)
and proposed TI-TRNG (TI). Column 1 shows the different
tests run and reported by the NIST Test Suite. Columns 2-
7 shows the results when VDD=1.2V. Under this condition,
conventional TRNG and TI-TRNG (TI) were tested under
three different temperature points, T=0◦C, 25◦C, and 70◦C,
respectively. More results were collected when VDD=1.4V
and 1.8V, both when T=25◦C. The last row shows the per-
centage change of the average p-value under different con-
ditions with respect to p − value@1.2V,25◦C . Bold entries in
the table indicate instances where the NIST test was failed
(p-value less than 0.01) by the TRNG. At nominal condi-
tions (1.2V, 25◦C), both TRNGs pass the NIST tests. How-
ever, the average p-value for the conventional TRNG is only
.30 while the the TI-TRNG’s is .62. The enhanced PSN
increases the randomness in the TI-TRNG so this results
is expected. At T=0◦C and 70◦C, the TRNG output is bi-
ased which reduces the randomness of the bitstreams. While
the p-values of the conventional TRNG and TI-TRNG both
decrease as a result, the % change is much smaller for TI-
TRNG due to the bias detection and tuning mechanisms
that compensate for the bias. As the voltage increases to
1.4 and 1.8 volts, the ROs which are XORed in the TRNGs
experience different rates of changing speed due to VDD vari-
ation which reduces randomness by causing phase interlock-
ing or large speed difference between them. Once again, the
rate of decrease in p-values for the proposed TI-TRNG is
much less than the conventional TRNG. At 1.4 volts, both
TRNGs still pass all NIST tests, but at 1.8 volts there is
too much bias in conventional TRNG and it fails 5 out of 11
NIST tests. The TI-TRNG passes all NIST tests because of
the NAROs in its design that provide a much stronger en-

Table 2: NIST Test Results for different VDDs for
SPARTAN-6 (45nm) and Virtex-II (130nm) at 25◦C.

Technology SPARTAN-6 (45nm) VIRTEX-II (130nm)

Op. cond.
1.2V 1.8V 1.2V 1.8V

Con. TI Con. TI Con. TI Con. TI
Frequency 0.37 0.77 0.00 0.51 0.11 0.38 0.00 0.41
Block Fre-
quency

0.54 0.89 0.16 0.46 0.27 0.43 0.11 0.31

Cumulative
Sums

0.49 0.82 0.12 0.56 0.31 0.56 0.00 0.20

Runs 0.23 0.64 0.00 0.46 0.11 0.43 0.01 0.22
Longest Run 0.52 0.56 0.11 0.31 0.19 0.37 0.05 0.21
Rank 0.29 0.71 0.00 0.29 0.21 0.42 0.00 0.25
FFT 0.27 0.77 0.06 0.22 0.00 0.41 0.00 0.22
OT 0.19 0.55 0.00 0.34 0.10 0.30 0.00 0.24
Non-OT 0.21 0.65 0.00 0.30 0.00 0.37 0.00 0.30
Serial 0.33 0.49 0.10 0.29 0.17 0.23 0.00 0.19
LC 0.30 0.57 0.10 0.30 0.13 0.27 0.00 0.21

Average 0.34 0.67 0.06 0.37 0.16 0.37 0.01 0.25

tropy source that nullifies the effect of frequency shift from
increase in VDD.
We performed similar experiments on newer and older

technology nodes. Specifically, results at nominal conditions
and 1.8 volts are shown in Table 2 for SPARTAN-6 (45nm)
and Virtex-II (130nm) FPGAs. Since the SPARTAN-6 is a
newer technology node, the TRNGs have larger process vari-
ations and should be more sensitive to power supply noise
at nominal conditions. This is supported by the average
p-value in the last row of Table 2 which is greater than in
the SPARTAN-3E FPGA’s average shown in Table 1. The
exact opposite is true for the Virtex-II (130nm) which is the
more mature technology and therefore has less PV. Both
TRNGs implemented in Virtex-II have lower p-values on
average compared to SPARTAN-6 (45nm) and SPARTAN-
3E (90nm). The conventional TRNG even fails two tests at
nominal conditions due to lack of entropy at 130nm. The TI-
TRNG, on the other hand, does not fail because of the addi-
tional random noise provided by the NAROs. As the supply
voltage increases, the conventional TRNG design fails 5 out
of 11 and 8 out of 11 NIST tests for the SPARTAN-6 and
Virtex-II respectively. It makes sense that the performance
of the Virtex-II is worse because of the lower process vari-
ations at 130nm. The TI-TRNG still passes all NIST tests
for the Virtex-II even at 1.8 volts.
Due to NBTI, the threshold voltage increases over time

which also alters the frequency of the ROs in the TRNGs
and results in less randomness. Agings results for both con-
ventional TRNG and TI-TRNG are presented in Table 3.
Comparing Tables 1-3 shows that the average p-value goes
down significantly due to aging for a conventional TRNG
(41% for Spartan-6, 60% for Spartan-3E, and 75% for Vir-
tex II). Because of calibration technique and PSN enhanced
design, TI-TRNG passes the NIST tests for aging when con-
ventional TRNG fails. The TI-TRNG passes aging test for
all three technologies and the decrease in p-value is much
lower than conventional TRNG (24% for Spartan-6, 41%
for Spartan-3E, and 35% for Virtex II). Hence, we conclude
that the enhanced PSN and tuning of ROs provide strong
randomness over aging in the TRNG.
Our last set of results show the area associated with con-

ventional TRNG, TI-TRNG, and the conventional TRNG
combined with our attack detection modules. There are two
parameters in our TI-TRNG that might influence the area
overheads: NFB and NMUX . NFB is the number of consec-
utive bits used in the bias detection and calibration. NMUX



Table 3: Aging analysis for different technologies

NIST
Spartan-6 Spartan-3E Virtex-II

Tests
(45nm) (90nm) (130nm)

Con. TI Con. TI Con. TI
Freq. 0.12 0.56 0.12 0.48 0.00 0.27
Block Freq. 0.31 0.51 0.17 0.43 0.09 0.29
Cum. Sums 0.34 0.49 0.22 0.41 0.11 0.31
Runs 0.19 0.41 0.11 0.37 0.00 0.27
Longest Run 0.27 0.44 0.21 0.39 0.09 0.29
Rank 0.19 0.60 0.14 0.51 0.07 0.34
FFT 0.19 0.44 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.27
OT 0.18 0.43 0.08 0.31 0.00 0.21
Non-OT 0.24 0.67 0.16 0.51 0.10 0.29
Serial 0.00 0.56 0.00 0.31 0.00 0.19
LC 0.14 0.47 0.11 0.33 0.00 0.19

Average 0.20 0.51 0.12 0.40 0.04 0.24

Table 4: Area in # FPGA slices for conven-
tional TRNG, conventional TRNG with attack de-
tector, and TI-TRNG at different NFB and NMUX in
Spartan-3E.

NMUX Con. Con. + Attack
2 4 8 - Detection

NFB

3 360 386 431 342 360
4 366 392 437 342 360
12 375 401 446 342 360

represents the number of MUXs in the tunable ROs. The
area in number of slices for each TRNG is shown in Table 4.
As the NFB and NMUX increase, the area required by the
TI-TRNG also increases. In the worst and best cases, the
area overhead (compared to conventional TRNG) was 5.26%
and 30.99%. Note that the results in Tables 1-tab:aging are
given for NFB = NMUX = 4 which results in only a 14.62%
area overhead. Finally, for the attack detection combined
with conventional TRNG, the area overhead was 5.26%.

6. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have proposed a technology independent

TRNG which provides high quality TRNG output across
environmental conditions, attacks, and device aging. The
experiment results show that the proposed TI-TRNG also
exhibits sufficient randomness for matured and older tech-
nology which may be used in military applications. The bias
detection unit and possible attack detection have increase
the strength of security with a minor tradeoff in device area.
In future work, we shall extend the proposed TI-TRNG to
other non-RO based TRNGs.
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